Abstract

The research is entitled “An Analysis of Psychological Disorder of Main Character on Webster's Daddy Long Legs”. It attempts to analyze the main characters problems which contain psychology issue. There are the two kinds purposes of the research, first is to find out how are the plot, setting and characters that described in novel Daddy Long Legs by Jean Webster published on 1912. Second to find out how are the plot, setting and characters portrayals the psychological disorder of main character. The context of this paper is to analyze the psychological disorder of major characters using intrinsic values consist of plot by Freytag approach, setting by Nurgiyantoro approach, and characters by Abrams approach. The writer uses a descriptive qualitative approach in order to answer the research question. The writer found that the psychocogy disorder which one, Personality Disorder and Trauma-Stress related Disorder were often appear in this analysis because the main character seems has a different personality when she lived in Orphanage and University. In orphanage her mental became a distortion. The time goes by, the new setting in University made her psychology getting better and better. Thus, the key point from this paper that characterize of a character in fiction. It will sheaf by the other elements, setting and it is components.
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